Adagio \( \frac{4}{4} \) \( \frac{4}{4} \) \\

**The Path We Take**


1. The path we take, it circles on life's round; we seem to come back where it starts; then you return in bread and heart.

2. We still mourn losses on life's way; we still desire to see God's face; then we still seek understanding, too; we still want purpose, peace and make, we'll seek you in the community, and see you in the bread we

3. So, in the journey of our lives, the path we share, the bonds we
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**Refrain:**

hearts. Show us in the breaking of the bread how to follow, what to say and place. Show us in the breaking of the bread how to follow, what to say and

You have shown in the breaking of the bread, how to follow, what to say and

**Refrain:**

do. Claim us with the burning in our hearts. Tell us who we are to you.

do. Claim us with the burning in our hearts. Tell us who we are to you.

do. You have claimed us; joy burns in our hearts, telling us we're loved by you.
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